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Prefa e to the English edition
The publi ation in Fran e of our book Impostures Intelle tuelles 1
appears to have reated a small storm in ertain intelle tual irles. A ording to Jon Henley in The Guardian , we have shown
that \modern Fren h philosophy is a load of old tosh."2 A ording to Robert Maggiori in Liberation , we are humorless s ientisti pedants who orre t grammati al errors in love letters.3
We would like to explain brie y why neither is the ase, and to
answer both our riti s and our over-enthusiasti supporters. In
parti ular, we want to dispel a number of misunderstandings.
The book grew out of the now-famous hoax in whi h one
of us published, in the Ameri an ultural-studies journal So ial
Text , a parody arti le rammed with nonsensi al, but unfortunately authenti , quotations about physi s and mathemati s by
prominent Fren h and Ameri an intelle tuals.4 However, only a
small fra tion of the \dossier" dis overed during Sokal's library
resear h ould be in luded in the parody. After showing this
larger dossier to s ientist and non-s ientist friends, we be ame
(slowly) onvin ed that it might be worth making it available to
a wider audien e. We wanted to explain, in non-te hni al terms,
why the quotes are absurd or, in many ases, simply meaningless;
and we wanted also to dis uss the ultural ir umstan es that enabled these dis ourses to a hieve su h renown and to remain, thus
far, unexposed.
But what exa tly do we laim? Neither too mu h nor too
little. We show that famous intelle tuals su h as La an, Kristeva, Irigaray, Baudrillard and Deleuze have repeatedly abused
s ienti
on epts and terminology: either using s ienti ideas
totally out of ontext, without giving the slightest justi ation
| note that we are not against extrapolating on epts from one
1

Editions Odile Ja ob, Paris, O tober 1997.
Henley (1997).
3
Maggiori (1997).
4
Sokal (1996a), reprinted here in Appendix A. The story of the hoax is
des ribed in more detail in Chapter 1 below.
2
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eld to another, but only against extrapolations made without
argument | or throwing around s ienti jargon in front of their
non-s ientist readers without any regard for its relevan e or even
its meaning. We make no laim that this invalidates the rest of
their work, on whi h we suspend judgment.
We are sometimes a used of being arrogant s ientists, but
our view of the hard s ien es' role is in fa t rather modest.
Wouldn't it be ni e (for us mathemati ians and physi ists, that
is) if Godel's theorem or relativity theory did have immediate
and deep impli ations for the study of so iety? Or if the axiom
of hoi e ould be used to study poetry? Or if topology had
something to do with the human psy he? But alas, it is not the
ase.
A se ond target of our book is epistemi relativism, namely
the idea | whi h, at least when expressed expli itly, is mu h
more widespread in the English-speaking world than in Fran e
| that modern s ien e is nothing more than a \myth", a \narration" or a \so ial onstru tion" among many others.5 Besides
some gross abuses (e.g. Irigaray), we disse t a number of onfusions that are rather frequent in postmodernist and ulturalstudies ir les: for example, misappropriating ideas from the philosophy of s ien e, su h as the underdetermination of theory by
eviden e or the theory-ladenness of observation, in order to support radi al relativism.
This book is therefore made up of two distin t | but related
| works under one over. First, there is the olle tion of extreme abuses dis overed, rather haphazardly, by Sokal; this is the
\fashionable nonsense" of our title. Se ond, there is our ritique
of epistemi relativism and of mis on eptions about \postmodern s ien e"; these analyses are onsiderably more subtle. The
onne tion between these two ritiques is primarily so iologi al:
the Fren h authors of the \nonsense" are fashionable in many
of the same English-speaking a ademi ir les where epistemi
5

Let us emphasize that our dis ussion is limited to epistemi / ognitive
relativism; we do not address the more deli ate issues of moral or aestheti
relativism.
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relativism is the oin of the realm.6 There is also a weak logi al
link: if one a epts epistemi relativism, there is less reason to be
upset by the misrepresentation of s ienti ideas, whi h anyway
are just another \dis ourse".
Obviously, we did not write this book just to point out some
isolated abuses. We have larger targets in mind, but not ne essarily those that are attributed to us. This book deals with
mysti ation, deliberately obs ure language, onfused thinking,
and the misuse of s ienti on epts. The texts we quote may be
the tip of an i eberg, but the i eberg should be de ned as a set
of intelle tual pra ti es, not a so ial group.
Suppose, for example, that a journalist dis overs do uments
showing that several highly respe ted politi ians are orrupt, and
publishes them. (We emphasize that this is an analogy and that
we do not onsider the abuses des ribed here to be of omparable
gravity.) Some people will, no doubt, leap to the on lusion
that most politi ians are orrupt, and demagogues who stand
to gain politi ally from this notion will en ourage it.7 But this
extrapolation would be erroneous.
Similarly, to view this book as a generalized riti ism of the
humanities or the so ial s ien es | as some Fren h reviewers did
| not only misunderstands our intentions, but is a urious assimilation, revealing a ontemptuous attitude toward those elds
in the minds of those reviewers.8 As a matter of logi , either the
humanities and so ial s ien es are oterminous with the abuses
denoun ed in this book, or they are not. If they are, then we
6
This overlap is, however, not perfe t. The Fren h authors analyzed in
this book are most fashionable, in the English-speaking world, in departments
of literature, ultural studies and women's studies. Epistemi relativism
is distributed rather more broadly, and is widespread also in domains of
anthropology, edu ation and so iology of s ien e that exhibit little interest
in La an or Deleuze.
7
The politi ians aught in agrante deli to will also en ourage this interpretation of the journalist's intentions, for di erent (but obvious) reasons.
8
Mar Ri helle, in his very interesting and balan ed book (1998), expresses
the fear that some readers (and espe ially non-readers) of our book will jump
to the on lusion that all the so ial s ien es are nonsense. But he is areful
to emphasize that this is not our view.
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would indeed be atta king those elds en blo , but it would be
justi ed. And if not (as we believe), there is simply no reason
to riti ize one s holar for what another in the same eld says.
More generally, any onstrual of our book as a blanket atta k on
X | whether X is Fren h thought, the Ameri an ultural left or
whatever | presupposes that the whole of X is permeated by
the bad intelle tual habits we are denoun ing, and that harge
has to be established by whoever makes it.
The debates sparked by Sokal's hoax have ome to en ompass an ever-wider range of ever-more-tenuously related issues,
on erning not only the on eptual status of s ienti knowledge
or the merits of Fren h poststru turalism, but also the so ial
role of s ien e and te hnology, multi ulturalism and \politi al
orre tness", the a ademi left versus the a ademi right, and
the ultural left versus the e onomi left. We want to emphasize that this book does not deal with most of these topi s. In
parti ular, the ideas analyzed here have little, if any, on eptual
or logi al onne tion with politi s. Whatever one's views on Laanian mathemati s or the theory-ladenness of observation, one
may hold, without fear of ontradi tion, any view whatsoever
on military spending, national health insuran e or gay marriage.
There is, to be sure, a so iologi al link | though its magnitude
is often exaggerated | between the \postmodernist" intelle tual urrents we are riti izing and some se tors of the Ameri an
a ademi left. Were it not for this link, we would not mention
politi s at all. But we do not want our book to be seen as one
more shot in the dreary \Culture Wars", still less as one from the
right. Criti al thinking about the unfairness of our e onomi system and about ra ial and sexual oppression has grown in many
a ademi institutions sin e the 1960s and has been subje ted,
in re ent years, to mu h derision and unfair riti ism. There is
nothing in our book that an be onstrued, even remotely, in that
genre.
Our book fa es a quite di erent institutional ontext in Fran e
and in the English-speaking world. While the authors we riti ize
have had a profound impa t on Fren h higher edu ation and have
numerous dis iples in the media, the publishing houses and the
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intelligentsia | hen e some of the furious rea tions to our book
| their Anglo-Ameri an ounterparts are still an embattled minority within intelle tual ir les (though a well-entren hed one
in some strongholds). This tends to make them look more \radi al" and \subversive" than they really are, both in their own
eyes and in those of their riti s. But our book is not against
politi al radi alism, it is against intelle tual onfusion. Our aim
is not to riti ize the left, but to help defend it from a trendy
segment of itself. Mi hael Albert, writing in Z Magazine , summarized this well: \There is nothing truthful, wise, humane, or
strategi about onfusing hostility to injusti e and oppression,
whi h is leftist, with hostility to s ien e and rationality, whi h is
nonsense."9

This edition is, in most respe ts, a straight translation from
the Fren h original. We have omitted a hapter on the misunderstandings of relativity by Henri Bergson and his su essors,
whi h seemed to us of marginal interest for most British and
Ameri an readers.10 Conversely, we have expanded a few disussions on erning intelle tual debates in the English-speaking
world. We have also made many small hanges to improve the
larity of the original text, to orre t minor impre isions, and to
forestall misunderstandings. We thank the many readers of the
Fren h edition who o ered us their suggestions.
While writing this book, we have bene ted from innumerable
dis ussions and debates and have re eived mu h en ouragement
and riti ism. Although we are unable to thank individually all
those who have ontributed, we do want to express our gratitude to those who helped us by pointing out referen es or by
reading and riti izing parts of the manus ript: Mi hael Albert,
Robert Alford, Roger Balian, Louise Barre, Paul Boghossian,
9

Albert (1996, p. 69). We shall return to these politi al issues in the
Epilogue.
10
Chapter 11 of the Fren h original.
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Raymond Boudon, Pierre Bourdieu, Ja ques Bouveresse, Georges
Bri mont, James Robert Brown, Tim Budden, Noam Chomsky,
Helena Cronin, Berangere Deprez, Jean Dhombres, Cryano de
Domini is, Pas al Engel, Barbara Epstein, Roberto Fernandez,
Vin ent Fleury, Julie Fran k, Allan Franklin, Paul Gerardin,
Mi hel Gevers, Mi hel Ghins, Yves Gingras, Todd Gitlin, Ger
ald Goldin, Sylviane Goraj, Paul Gross, Etienne
Guyon, Mi hael
Harris, Gery-Henri Hers, Gerald Holton, John Huth, Markku Javanainen, Gerard Jorland, Jean-Mi hel Kantor, Noretta Koertge,
Hubert Krivine, Jean-Paul Krivine, Antti Kupiainen, Louis Le
Borgne, Gerard Lemaine, Geert Lernout, Jerrold Levinson, Norm
Levitt, Jean-Claude Limpa h, Andrea Lopari , John Madore,
Christian Maes, Fran is Martens, Tim Maudlin, Sy Mauskopf,
Jean Mawhin, Maria M Gavigan, N. David Mermin, Enrique
Mu~noz, Meera Nanda, Mi hael Nauenberg, Hans-Joa him Niemann, Marina Papa, Patri k Pe atte, Jean Pestieau, Daniel
Pinkas, Louis Pinto, Patri ia Radelet-de Grave, Mar Ri helle,
Benny Rigaux-Bri mont, Ruth Rosen, David Ruelle, Patri k Sand,
Moni a Santoro, Abner Shimony, Lee Smolin, Philippe Spindel,
He tor Sussmann, Jukka-Pekka Takala, Serge Tisseron, Ja ques
Treiner, Claire Van Cutsem, Ja ques Van Rillaer, Lo Wa quant,
M. Norton Wise, Ni olas Witkowski, and Daniel Zwanziger. We
are also indebted to our editors Ni ky White and George Witte
for many valuable suggestions. We emphasize that these people
are not ne essarily in agreement with the ontents or even the
intention of this book.
Finally, we thank Marina, Claire, Thomas and Antoine for
having put up with us for the past two years.

1. Introdu tion

So long as authority inspires awe, onfusion and
absurdity enhan e onservative tenden ies in soiety. Firstly, be ause lear and logi al thinking
leads to a umulation of knowledge (of whi h the
progress of the natural s ien es provides the best
example) and the advan e of knowledge sooner or
later undermines the traditional order. Confused
thinking, on the other hand, leads nowhere in parti ular and an be indulged inde nitely without
produ ing any impa t upon the world.
| Stanislav Andreski,

So ial S ien es as Sor ery
(1972, p. 90)

The story of this book begins with a hoax. For some years,
we have been surprised and distressed by the intelle tual trends
in ertain pre in ts of Ameri an a ademia. Vast se tors of the
humanities and the so ial s ien es seem to have adopted a philosophy that we shall all, for want of a better term, \postmodernism": an intelle tual urrent hara terized by the more-or-less
expli it reje tion of the rationalist tradition of the Enlightenment, by theoreti al dis ourses dis onne ted from any empiri al
test, and by a ognitive and ultural relativism that regards s ien e as nothing more than a \narration", a \myth" or a so ial
onstru tion among many others.
To respond to this phenomenon, one of us (Sokal) de ided
to try an unorthodox (and admittedly un ontrolled) experiment:
submit to a fashionable Ameri an ultural-studies journal, Soial Text , a parody of the type of work that has proliferated
in re ent years, to see whether they would publish it. The ar1
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ti le, entitled \Transgressing the Boundaries: Toward a Transformative Hermeneuti s of Quantum Gravity"1 , is ho k-full of
absurdities and blatant non-sequiturs. In addition, it asserts
an extreme form of ognitive relativism: after mo king the oldfashioned \dogma" that \there exists an external world, whose
properties are independent of any individual human being and
indeed of humanity as a whole", it pro laims ategori ally that
\physi al `reality', no less than so ial `reality', is at bottom a
so ial and linguisti onstru t". By a series of stunning leaps
of logi , it arrives at the on lusion that \the  of Eu lid and
the G of Newton, formerly thought to be onstant and universal,
are now per eived in their inelu table histori ity; and the putative observer be omes fatally de- entered, dis onne ted from any
epistemi link to a spa e-time point that an no longer be de ned
by geometry alone." The rest is in the same vein.
And yet, the arti le was a epted and published. Worse, it
was published in a spe ial issue of So ial Text devoted to rebutting the riti isms levelled against postmodernism and so ial
onstru tivism by several distinguished s ientists.2 For the editors of So ial Text , it was hard to imagine a more radi al way of
shooting themselves in the foot.
Sokal immediately revealed the hoax, provoking a restorm
of rea tion in both the popular and a ademi press.3 Many re1

We reprint this arti le in Appendix A, followed by some brief omments
in Appendix B.
2
Among these riti isms, see for example Holton (1993), Gross and Levitt
(1994), and Gross, Levitt and Lewis (1996). The spe ial issue of So ial Text
is introdu ed by Ross (1996). The parody is Sokal (1996a). The motivations for the parody are dis ussed in more detail in Sokal (1996 ), whi h is
reprinted here in Appendix C, and in Sokal (1997a). For earlier riti isms of
postmodernism and so ial onstru tivism from a somewhat di erent politi al
perspe tive | whi h are not, however, addressed in the So ial Text issue |
see e.g. Albert (1992{93), Chomsky (1992{93) and Ehrenrei h (1992{93).
3
The hoax was revealed in Sokal (1996b). The s andal landed (to our utter
surprise) on the front page of the New York Times (S ott 1996), the International Herald Tribune (Landsberg 1996), the [London℄ Observer (Ferguson
1996), Le Monde (Weill 1996) and several other major newspapers. Among
the rea tions, see in parti ular the analyses by Frank (1996), Pollitt (1996),
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sear hers in the humanities and so ial s ien es wrote to Sokal,
sometimes very movingly, to thank him for what he had done
and to express their own reje tion of the postmodernist and relativist tenden ies dominating large parts of their dis iplines. One
student felt that the money he had earned to nan e his studies
had been spent on the lothes of an emperor who, as in the fable, was naked. Another wrote that he and his olleagues were
thrilled by the parody, but asked that his sentiments be held
in on den e be ause, although he wanted to help hange his
dis ipline, he ould do so only after se uring a permanent job.
But what was all the fuss about? Media hype notwithstanding, the mere fa t the parody was published proves little in itself; at most it reveals something about the intelle tual standards of one trendy journal. More interesting on lusions an
be derived, however, by examining the ontent of the parody.4
On lose inspe tion, one sees that the parody was onstru ted
around quotations from eminent Fren h and Ameri an intelle tuals about the alleged philosophi al and so ial impli ations of
mathemati s and the natural s ien es. The passages may be absurd or meaningless, but they are nonetheless authenti . In fa t,
Sokal's only ontribution was to provide a \glue" (the \logi " of
whi h is admittedly whimsi al) to join these quotations together
and praise them. The authors in question form a veritable pantheon of ontemporary \Fren h theory": Gilles Deleuze, Ja ques
Derrida, Felix Guattari, Lu e Irigaray, Ja ques La an, Bruno
Latour, Jean-Franois Lyotard, Mi hel Serres and Paul Virilio.5
Willis (1996), Albert (1996), Weinberg (1996a, 1996b), Boghossian (1996)
and Epstein (1997).
4
See Sokal (1998) for a more detailed dis ussion.
5
In this book we have added Jean Baudrillard and Julia Kristeva to the
list. Five of the ten \most important" Fren h philosophers identi ed by Lamont (1987, note 4) are Baudrillard, Deleuze, Derrida, Lyotard and Serres.
Three of the six Fren h philosophers hosen by Mortley (1991) are Derrida,
Irigaray and Serres. Five of the eight Fren h philosophers interviewed by
Rotzer (1994) are Baudrillard, Derrida, Lyotard, Serres and Virilio. These
same authors show up among the 39 Western thinkers interviewed by Le
Monde (1984a,b), and one nds Baudrillard, Deleuze, Derrida, Irigaray,
Kristeva, La an, Lyotard and Serres among the 50 ontemporary Western
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The itations also in lude many prominent Ameri an a ademi s
in Cultural Studies and related elds; but these authors are often, at least in part, dis iples of or ommentators on the Fren h
masters.
Sin e the quotations in luded in the parody were rather brief,
Sokal subsequently assembled a series of longer texts to illustrate these authors' handling of the natural s ien es, whi h he
ir ulated among his s ienti
olleagues. Their rea tion was a
mixture of hilarity and dismay: they ould hardly believe that
anyone | mu h less renowned intelle tuals | ould write su h
nonsense. However, when non-s ientists read the material, they
pointed out the need to explain, in lay terms, exa tly why the
ited passages are absurd or meaningless. From that moment,
the two of us worked together to produ e a series of analyses and
ommentaries on the texts, resulting in this book.
What we intend to show

The goal of this book is to make a limited but original ontribution toward the ritique of the admittedly nebulous Zeitgeist that
we have alled \postmodernism". We make no laim to analyze
postmodernist thought in general; rather, our aim is to draw attention to a relatively little-known aspe t, namely the repeated
abuse of on epts and terminology oming from mathemati s and
physi s. We shall also analyze ertain onfusions of thought that
are frequent in postmodernist writings and that bear on either
the ontent or the philosophy of the natural s ien es.
The word \abuse" here denotes one or more of the following
hara teristi s:
1) Holding forth at length on s ienti theories about whi h
one has, at best, an ex eedingly hazy idea. The most ommon
ta ti is to use s ienti (or pseudo-s ienti ) terminology without bothering mu h about what the words a tually mean .
thinkers sele ted by Le hte (1994). Here, as in the subtitle of this book, If
there is a subtitle!!!! the appellation \philosopher" is used in a broad
sense; a more pre ise term would be \philosophi o-literary intelle tual".
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2) Importing on epts from the natural s ien es into the humanities or so ial s ien es without giving the slightest on eptual
or empiri al justi ation. If a biologist wanted to apply, in her resear h, elementary notions of mathemati al topology, set theory
or di erential geometry, she would be asked to give some explanation. A vague analogy would not be taken very seriously by
her olleagues. Here, by ontrast, we learn from La an that the
stru ture of the neuroti subje t is exa tly the torus (it is no less
than reality itself, f. p. 21), from Kristeva that poeti language
an be theorized in terms of the ardinality of the ontinuum
(p. 41), and from Baudrillard that modern war takes pla e in a
non-Eu lidean spa e (p. 149) | all without explanation.
3) Displaying a super ial erudition by shamelessly throwing
around te hni al terms in a ontext where they are ompletely
irrelevant. The goal is, no doubt, to impress and, above all, to
intimidate the non-s ientist reader. Even some a ademi and media ommentators fall into the trap: Roland Barthes is impressed
by the pre ision of Julia Kristeva's work (p. 39) and Le Monde
admires the erudition of Paul Virilio (p. 173).
4) Manipulating phrases and senten es that are, in fa t, meaningless. Some of these authors exhibit a veritable intoxi ation
with words, ombined with a superb indi eren e to their meaning.
These authors speak with a self-assuran e that far outstrips
their s ienti
ompeten e: La an boasts of using \the most
re ent development in topology" (pp. 23{24) and Latour asks
whether he has taught anything to Einstein (p. 131). They imagine, perhaps, that they an exploit the prestige of the natural
s ien es in order to give their own dis ourse a veneer of rigor.
And they seem on dent that no one will noti e their misuse of
s ienti
on epts. No one is going to ry out that the king is
naked.
Our goal is pre isely to say that the king is naked (and the
queen too). But let us be lear. We are not atta king philosophy,
the humanities or the so ial s ien es in general ; on the ontrary,
we feel that these elds are of the utmost importan e and we want
to warn those who work in them (espe ially students) against

6
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some manifest ases of harlatanism.6 In parti ular, we want
to \de onstru t" the reputation that ertain texts have of being
diÆ ult be ause the ideas in them are so profound. In many ases
we shall demonstrate that if the texts seem in omprehensible, it
is for the ex ellent reason that they mean pre isely nothing.
There are many di erent degrees of abuse. At one end, one
nds extrapolations of s ienti
on epts, beyond their domain
of validity, that are erroneous but for subtle reasons. At the other
end, one nds numerous texts that are full of s ienti words but
entirely devoid of meaning. And there is, of ourse, a ontinuum
of dis ourses that an be situated somewhere between these two
extremes. Although we shall on entrate in this book on the most
manifest abuses, we shall also brie y address some less obvious
onfusions on erning haos theory (Chapter 7).
Let us stress that there is nothing shameful in being ignorant
of al ulus or quantum me hani s. What we are riti izing is
the pretension of some elebrated intelle tuals to o er profound
thoughts on ompli ated subje ts that they understand, at best,
at the level of popularizations.7
At this point, the reader may naturally wonder: Do these
abuses arise from ons ious fraud, self-de eption, or perhaps a
ombination of the two? We are unable to o er any ategori al
answer to this question, due to the la k of (publi ly available)
eviden e. But, more importantly, we must onfess that we do not
nd this question of great interest. Our aim here is to stimulate
a riti al attitude, not merely towards ertain individuals, but
towards a part of the intelligentsia (both in the United States
and in Europe) that has tolerated and even en ouraged this type
6

If we refrain from giving examples of good work in these elds | as some
readers have suggested | it is be ause making an exhaustive su h list would
go far beyond our abilities, and a partial list would immediately bog us down
in irrelevan ies (why do you mention X and not Y?).
7
Several ommentators (Droit 1997, Stengers 1997, E onomist 1997) have
ompared us to s hooltea hers giving poor grades in mathemati s and physi s
to La an, Kristeva et al. But the analogy is faulty: in s hool one is obliged
to study ertain subje ts, but no one for ed these authors to invoke te hni al
mathemati al on epts in their writings.
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of dis ourse.
Yes, but . . .

Before pro eeding any further, let us answer some of the obje tions that will no doubt o ur to the reader:
1. The quotations' marginality. It ould be argued that we
are splitting hairs, riti izing authors who admittedly have no
s ienti training and who have perhaps made a mistake in venturing onto unfamiliar terrain, but whose ontribution to philosophy and/or the so ial s ien es is nevertheless important and is
in no way invalidated by the \small errors" we have un overed.
We would respond, rst of all, that these texts ontain mu h
more than mere \errors": they display a profound indi eren e,
if not a disdain, for fa ts and logi . Our goal is not, therefore, to
poke fun at literary riti s who make mistakes when iting relativity or Godel's theorem, but to defend the anons of rationality
and intelle tual honesty that are (or should be) ommon to all
s holarly dis iplines.
It goes without saying that we are not ompetent to judge
the non-s ienti aspe ts of these authors' work. We understand
perfe tly well that their \interventions" in the natural s ien es
do not onstitute the entral themes of their uvre. But when
intelle tual dishonesty (or gross in ompeten e) is dis overed in
one part | even a marginal part | of someone's writings, it is
natural to want to examine more riti ally the rest of his or her
work. We do not want to prejudge the results of su h an analysis,
but simply to remove the aura of profundity that has sometimes
intimidated students (and professors) from undertaking it.
When ideas are a epted on the basis of fashion or dogma,
they are espe ially sensitive to the exposure even of marginal aspe ts. For example, geologi al dis overies in the eighteenth and
nineteenth enturies showed that the earth is vastly older than
the 5000-or-so years re ounted in the Bible; and although these
ndings dire tly ontradi ted only a small part of the Bible, they
had the indire t e e t of undermining its overall redibility as
a fa tual a ount of history, so that nowadays few people (ex-
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ept in the United States) believe in the Bible in the literal way
that most Europeans did only a few enturies ago. Consider, by
ontrast, Isaa Newton's work: it is estimated that 90% of his
writings deal with al hemy or mysti ism. But, so what? The
rest survives be ause it is based on solid empiri al and rational
arguments. Similarly, most of Des artes' physi s is false, but
some of the philosophi al questions he raised are still pertinent
today. If the same an be said for the work of our authors, then
our ndings have only marginal relevan e. But if these writers
have be ome international stars primarily for so iologi al rather
than intelle tual reasons, and in part be ause they are masters
of language and an impress their audien e with a lever abuse
of sophisti ated terminology | non-s ienti as well as s ienti
| then the revelations ontained in this essay may indeed have
signi ant reper ussions.
Let us emphasize that these authors di er enormously in their
attitude toward s ien e and the importan e they give it. They
should not be lumped together in a single ategory, and we want
to warn the reader against the temptation to do so. For example, although the quotation from Derrida ontained in Sokal's
parody is rather amusing8 , it is a one-shot abuse; sin e there is
no systemati misuse of (or indeed attention to) s ien e in Derrida's work, there is no hapter on Derrida in this book. By
ontrast, the work of Serres is replete with more-or-less poeti
allusions to s ien e and its history; but his assertions, though
extremely vague, are in general neither ompletely meaningless
nor ompletely false, and so we have not dis ussed them here
in detail.9 Kristeva's early writings relied strongly (and abusively) on mathemati s, but she abandoned this approa h more
than twenty years ago; we riti ize them here be ause we onsider them symptomati of a ertain intelle tual style. The other
authors, by ontrast, have all invoked s ien e extensively in their
work. Latour's writings provide onsiderable grist for the mill of
8

The omplete quote an be found in Derrida (1970, pp. 265{268).
See, nevertheless, Chapter 11 and pp. 229, 274 for some examples of
more manifest abuses in Serres' work.
9
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ontemporary relativism and are based on an allegedly rigorous
analysis of s ienti pra ti e. The works of Baudrillard, Deleuze,
Guattari and Virilio are lled with seemingly erudite referen es
to relativity, quantum me hani s, haos theory, et . So we are by
no means splitting hairs in establishing that their s ienti erudition is ex eedingly super ial. Moreover, for several authors,
we shall supply referen es to additional texts where the reader
an nd numerous further abuses.
2. You don't understand the ontext. Defenders of La an,
Deleuze et al. might argue that their invo ations of s ienti
on epts are valid and even profound, and that our riti isms
miss the point be ause we fail to understand the ontext. After
all, we readily admit that we do not always understand the rest
of these authors' work. Mightn't we be arrogant and narrowminded s ientists, missing something subtle and deep?
We would respond, rst of all, that when on epts from mathemati s or physi s are invoked in another domain of study, some
argument ought to be given to justify their relevan e. In all the
ases ited here, we have he ked that no su h argument is provided, whether next to the ex erpt we quote or elsewhere in the
arti le or book.
Moreover, there are some \rules of thumb" that an be used
to de ide whether mathemati s are being introdu ed with some
real intelle tual goal in mind, or merely to impress the reader.
First of all, in ases of legitimate use, the author needs to have a
good understanding of the mathemati s he/she is purporting to
apply | in parti ular, there should be no gross mistakes | and
he/she should explain the requisite te hni al notions, as learly
as possible, in terms that will be understandable to the intended
reader (who is presumably a non-s ientist). Se ondly, be ause
mathemati al on epts have pre ise meanings, mathemati s is
useful primarily when applied to elds in whi h the on epts
likewise have more-or-less pre ise meanings. It is diÆ ult to see
how the mathemati al notion of ompa t spa e an be applied
fruitfully to something as ill-de ned as the \spa e of jouissan e "
in psy hoanalysis. Thirdly, one should be parti ularly suspi ious
when abstruse mathemati al on epts (like the axiom of hoi e
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in set theory) that are used rarely, if at all, in physi s | and
ertainly never in hemistry or biology | mira ulously be ome
relevant in the humanities or the so ial s ien es.
3. Poeti li en e. If a poet uses words like \bla k hole" or
\degree of freedom" out of ontext and without really understanding their s ienti meaning, it doesn't bother us. Likewise,
if a s ien e- tion writer uses se ret passageways in spa e-time
in order to send her hara ters ba k to the era of the Crusades,
it is purely a question of taste whether one likes or dislikes the
te hnique.
By ontrast, we insist that the examples ited in this book
have nothing to do with poeti li en e. These authors are holding
forth, in utter seriousness, on philosophy, psy hoanalysis, semioti s or so iology. Their works are the subje t of innumerable
analyses, exegeses, seminars and do toral theses.10 Their intention is learly to produ e theory, and it is on this ground that
we riti ize them. Moreover, their style is usually heavy and
pompous, so it is highly unlikely that their goal is prin ipally
literary or poeti .
4. The role of metaphors. Some people will no doubt think
that we are interpreting these authors too literally and that the
passages we quote should be read as metaphors rather than as
pre ise logi al arguments. Indeed, in ertain ases the \s ien e"
is undoubtedly intended metaphori ally; but what is the purpose
of these metaphors? After all, a metaphor is usually employed
to larify an unfamiliar on ept by relating it to a more familiar
one, not the reverse. Suppose, for example, that in a theoreti al
physi s seminar we were to explain a very te hni al on ept in
quantum eld theory by omparing it to the on ept of aporia
in Derridean literary theory. Our audien e of physi ists would
wonder, quite reasonably, what is the goal of su h a metaphor
| whether or not it is apposite | apart from displaying our
10

To illustrate more learly that their laims are taken seriously in at least
some parts of the English-speaking a ademy, we shall ite se ondary works
that analyze and elaborate, for example, La an's topology and mathemati al
logi , Irigaray's uid me hani s, and Deleuze and Guattari's pseudo-s ienti
inventions.
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own erudition. In the same way, we fail to see the advantage of
invoking, even metaphori ally, s ienti on epts that one oneself
understands only shakily when addressing a readership omposed
almost entirely of non-s ientists. Might the goal be to pass o as
profound a rather banal philosophi al or so iologi al observation,
by dressing it up in fan y s ienti jargon?
5. The role of analogies. Many authors, in luding some of
those dis ussed here, try to argue by analogy. We are by no
means opposed to the e ort to establish analogies between diverse domains of human thought; indeed, the observation of a
valid analogy between two existing theories an often be very
useful for the subsequent development of both. Here, however,
we think that the analogies are between well-established theories (in the natural s ien es) and theories too vague to be tested
empiri ally (for example, La anian psy hoanalysis). One annot
help but suspe t that the fun tion of these analogies is to hide
the weaknesses of the vaguer theory.
Let us emphasize that a half-formulated theory | be it in
physi s, biology or the so ial s ien es | annot be redeemed
simply by wrapping it in symbols or formulae. The so iologist Stanislav Andreski has expressed this idea with his habitual
irony:
The re ipe for authorship in this line of business is as simple as it is rewarding: just get hold of a textbook of mathemati s, opy the less ompli ated parts, put in some referen es to the literature in one or two bran hes of the so ial
studies without worrying unduly about whether the formulae whi h you wrote down have any bearing on the real
human a tions, and give your produ t a good-sounding title, whi h suggests that you have found a key to an exa t
s ien e of olle tive behaviour.

(Andreski 1972, pp. 129{

130)

Andreski's ritique was originally aimed at Ameri an quantitative so iology, but it is equally appli able to some of the texts
ited here, notably those of La an and Kristeva.
6. Who is ompetent? We have frequently been asked the following question: You want to prevent philosophers from speaking
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about s ien e be ause they don't have the requisite formal training; but what quali ations do you have to speak of philosophy?
This question betrays a number of misunderstandings. First of
all, we have no desire to prevent anyone from speaking about
anything. Se ondly, the intelle tual value of an intervention is determined by its ontent, not by the identity of the speaker, mu h
less by his or her diplomas.11 Thirdly, there is an asymmetry: we
11

The linguist Noam Chomsky illustrates this very well:
In my own professional work I have tou hed on a variety of
di erent elds. I've done work in mathemati al linguisti s, for
example, without any professional redentials in mathemati s;
in this subje t I am ompletely self-taught, and not very well
taught. But I've often been invited by universities to speak
on mathemati al linguisti s at mathemati s seminars and olloquia. No one has ever asked me whether I have the appropriate redentials to speak on these subje ts; the mathemati ians
ouldn't are less. What they want to know is what I have to
say. No one has ever obje ted to my right to speak, asking
whether I have a do tor's degree in mathemati s, or whether
I have taken advan ed ourses in this subje t. That would
never have entered their minds. They want to know whether
I am right or wrong, whether the subje t is interesting or not,
whether better approa hes are possible | the dis ussion dealt
with the subje t, not with my right to dis uss it.
But on the other hand, in dis ussion or debate on erning
so ial issues or Ameri an foreign poli y, Vietnam or the Middle
East, for example, the issue is onstantly raised, often with onsiderable venom. I've repeatedly been hallenged on grounds
of redentials, or asked, what spe ial training do you have that
entitles you to speak of these matters. The assumption is that
people like me, who are outsiders from a professional viewpoint,
are not entitled to speak on su h things.
Compare mathemati s and the politi al s ien es | it's
quite striking. In mathemati s, in physi s, people are onerned with what you say, not with your erti ation. But in
order to speak about so ial reality, you must have the proper
redentials, parti ularly if you depart from the a epted framework of thinking. Generally speaking, it seems fair to say that
the ri her the intelle tual substan e of a eld, the less there
is a on ern for redentials, and the greater is the on ern for
ontent. (Chomsky 1979, pp. 6{7)
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do not purport to judge La an's psy hoanalysis, Deleuze's philosophy or Latour's on rete work in so iology. We limit ourselves
to their statements about the mathemati al and physi al s ien es
or about elementary problems in the philosophy of s ien e.
7. Don't you too rely on argument from authority? For if we
assert that La an's mathemati s are nonsense, how is the nons ientist reader to judge? Mustn't he or she take our word for
it?
Not entirely. First of all, we have tried hard to provide detailed explanations of the s ienti ba kground, so that the nonspe ialist reader an appre iate why a parti ular assertion is erroneous or meaningless. We may not have su eeded in all ases:
spa e is limited, and s ienti pedagogy is diÆ ult. The reader
is perfe tly entitled to reserve judgment in those ases where
our explanation is inadequate. But, most importantly, it should
be remembered that our riti ism does not deal primarily with
errors, but with the manifest irrelevan e of the s ienti terminology to the subje t supposedly under investigation. In all the
reviews, debates and private orresponden e that have followed
the publi ation of our book in Fran e, no one has given even
the slightest argument explaining how that relevan e ould be
established.
8. But these authors are not \postmodernist". It is true that
the Fren h authors dis ussed in this book do not all regard themselves as \postmodernist" or \poststru turalist". Some of these
texts were published prior to the emergen e of these intelle tual
urrents, and some of these authors reje t any link with these urrents. Moreover, the intelle tual abuses riti ized in this book are
not homogeneous; they an be lassi ed, very roughly, into two
distin t ategories, orresponding roughly to two distin t phases
in Fren h intelle tual life. The rst phase is that of extreme
stru turalism, extending through the early 1970s: the authors
try desperately to give vague dis ourses in the human s ien es
a veneer of \s ienti ity" by invoking the trappings of mathemati s. La an's work and the early writings of Kristeva fall into
this ategory. The se ond phase is that of poststru turalism, beginning in the mid-1970s: here any pretense at \s ienti ity" is
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abandoned, and the underlying philosophy (to the extent one an
be dis erned) tends toward irrationalism or nihilism. The texts
of Baudrillard, Deleuze and Guattari exemplify this attitude.
Furthermore, the very idea that there exists a distin tive ategory of thought alled \postmodernist" is mu h less widespread
in Fran e than in the English-speaking world. If we nevertheless
employ this term for onvenien e, it is be ause all the authors
analyzed here are utilized as fundamental points of referen e in
English-language postmodernist dis ourse, and be ause some aspe ts of their writings (obs ure jargon, impli it reje tion of rational thought, abuse of s ien e as metaphor) are ommon traits
of Anglo-Ameri an postmodernism. In any ase, the validity of
our ritiques an in no way depend on the use of a word; our
arguments must be judged, for ea h author, independently of his
or her link | be it on eptually justi ed or merely so iologi al
| with the broader \postmodernist" urrent.
9. Why do you riti ize these authors and not others? A
long list of \others" has been suggested, both in print and in private orresponden e: these in lude virtually all appli ations of
mathemati s to the so ial s ien es (e.g. e onomi s), physi ists'
spe ulations in popular books (e.g. Hawking, Penrose), so iobiology, ognitive s ien e, information theory, the Copenhagen
interpretation of quantum me hani s, and the use of s ienti
on epts and formulas by Hume, La Mettrie, D'Holba h, Helvetius, Condilla , Comte, Durkheim, Pareto, Engels and sundry
others.12
Let us begin by observing that this question is irrelevant to
the validity or invalidity of our arguments; at best it an be used
to ast aspersions on our intentions. Suppose there are other
abuses as bad as those of La an or Deleuze; how would that
justify the latter?
However, sin e the question of the grounds for our \sele tion"
is so often asked, let us try to answer it brie y. First of all, we
have no desire to write a ten-volume en y lopedia on \nonsense
sin e Plato", nor do we have the ompeten e to do so. Our s ope
12

See, for example, Levy-Leblond (1997) and Fuller (1998).
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is limited, rstly, to abuses in those s ienti
elds in whi h we
an laim some expertise, namely mathemati s and physi s13 ;
se ondly, to abuses that are urrently fashionable in in uential
intelle tual ir les; and thirdly, to abuses that have not previously
been analyzed in detail. However, even within these onstraints,
we do not laim that our set of targets is exhaustive or that they
onstitute a \natural kind". Quite simply, Sokal stumbled on
most of these texts in the ourse of writing his parody, and we
de ided, after re e tion, that it was worth making them publi .
Furthermore, we ontend that there is a profound di eren e
between the texts analyzed here and most of the other examples
that have been suggested to us. The authors quoted in this book
learly do not have more than the vaguest understanding of the
s ienti
on epts they invoke and, most importantly, they fail
to give any argument justifying the relevan e of these s ienti
on epts to the subje ts allegedly under study. They are engaged
in name-dropping, not just faulty reasoning. Thus, while it is
very important to evaluate riti ally the uses of mathemati s in
the so ial s ien es and the philosophi al or spe ulative assertions
made by natural s ientists, these proje ts are di erent from |
and onsiderably more subtle than | our own.14
A related question is:
10. Why do you write a book on this and not on more serious
issues? Is postmodernism su h a great danger to ivilization?

First of all, this is an odd question. Suppose someone dis overs
do uments relevant to the history of Napoleon and writes a book
about it. Would anyone ask him whether he thinks this is a
13

It would be interesting to attempt a similar proje t on the abuse of
biology, omputer s ien e or linguisti s, but we leave that task to people
more quali ed than ourselves.
14
Let us mention in passing two examples of the latter type of ritique,
authored by one of us: a detailed analysis of the popular books of Prigogine
and Stengers dealing with haos, irreversibility and the arrow of time (Bri mont 1995a), and a riti ism of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum
me hani s (Bri mont 1995b).
In our opinion Prigogine and Stengers give
the edu ated publi a distorted view of the topi s they treat, but their abuses
do not even ome lose to those analyzed in this book. And the de ien ies
of the Copenhagen interpretation are vastly subtler.
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more important topi than World War II? His answer, and ours,
would be that an author writes on a subje t under two onditions:
that he is ompetent and that he is able to ontribute something
original. His subje t will not, unless he is parti ularly lu ky,
oin ide with the most important problem in the world.
Of ourse we do not think that postmodernism is a great
danger to ivilization. Viewed on a global s ale, it is a rather
marginal phenomenon, and there are far more dangerous forms
of irrationalism | religious fundamentalism, for instan e. But
we do think that the ritique of postmodernism is worthwhile for
intelle tual, pedagogi al, ultural and politi al reasons; we shall
return to these themes in the Epilogue.

Finally, to avoid useless polemi s and fa ile \refutations", let
us emphasize that this book is not a right-wing pamphlet against
left-wing intelle tuals, or an Ameri an imperialist atta k against
the Parisian intelligentsia, or a simple know-nothing appeal to
\ ommon sense". In fa t, the s ienti rigor we are advo ating
often leads to results at odds with \ ommon sense"; obs urantism, onfused thinking, anti-s ienti attitudes and the quasireligious veneration of \great intelle tuals" are in no way leftwing; and the atta hment of part of the Ameri an intelligentsia
to postmodernism demonstrates that the phenomenon is international. In parti ular, our ritique is in no way motivated by the
\theoreti al nationalism and prote tionism" that Fren h writer
Didier Eribon laims to dete t in the work of some Ameri an
riti s.15 Our aim is, quite simply, to denoun e intelle tual posturing and dishonesty, from wherever they ome. If a signi ant
part of the postmodernist \dis ourse" in ontemporary Amerian and British a ademia is of Fren h origin, it is equally true
that English-language intelle tuals have long sin e given it an
authenti home-grown avor.16
15
16

Eribon (1994, p. 70).
We shall return to these ultural and politi al themes in the Epilogue.
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Plan of this book

The bulk of this book onsists of an analysis of texts, author by
author. For the onvenien e of non-spe ialist readers, we have
provided, in footnotes, brief explanations of the relevant s ienti
on epts as well as referen es to good popular and semi-popular
explanatory texts.
Some readers will no doubt think that we are taking these
texts too seriously. That is true, in some sense. But sin e these
texts are taken seriously by many people, we think that they
deserve to be analyzed with the greatest rigor. In some ases we
have quoted rather long passages, at the risk of boring the reader,
in order to show that we have not misrepresented the meaning
of the text by pulling senten es out of ontext.
In addition to abuses in the stri t sense, we have also analyzed
ertain s ienti and philosophi al onfusions that underlie mu h
postmodernist thinking. First, we shall onsider the problem of
ognitive relativism, and show that a series of ideas oming from
the history and philosophy of s ien e do not have the radi al impli ations that are often attributed to them (Chapter 4). Next
we shall address several misunderstandings on erning haos theory and so- alled \postmodern s ien e" (Chapter 7). Finally, in
the Epilogue, we shall situate our ritique in a wider ultural
ontext.
Many of the texts quoted in this book originally appeared
in Fren h. Where a published English translation exists, we
have most often used it (sometimes noting our orre tions); it
is ited in the bibliography, along with the original Fren h sour e
in bra kets. In other ases, the translation is ours. We have endeavored to remain as faithful as possible to the original Fren h,
and in ase of doubt we have reprodu ed the latter in bra kets
or even in toto . We assure the reader that if the passage seems
in omprehensible in English, it is be ause the original Fren h is
likewise.

